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We all miss one another and wish we could meet as a full 
congregation as we desire. Our familiar rhythms have been 
upended, and many of us are grieving that loss of relationship. 
The grieving process is real, and it has five stages: denial, 
anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance. It is good for 
us to take stock of where we are in that process, discuss it 
with trusted friends, and make it a matter of prayer.

This is Hard!
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Many of you have asked when we will get back together. This plan represents 
our latest thinking, but this plan is flexible and subject to change depending on 
how things develop in the coming weeks and months. As we monitor emerging 
information and recommendations, we will adapt to current circumstances. As 
Christians we seek to demonstrate the grace and truth of Jesus with one another 
and to our larger community. Please pray for wisdom, humility and unity for all of 

us as we move through this crisis together. 

As we move out of the “Stay Home” stage, we believe the next right step is to As we move out of the “Stay Home” stage, we believe the next right step is to 
meet in smaller groups before gathering again in larger groups for public, indoor 
worship. The basis of this belief rests in several arguments, the greatest of which 

is that COVID-19 seems to have a greater opportunity to spread in large 
gatherings where there is exposure to the virus for an extended period. When 
large groups sing together, the risk of exposure is increased. Thus, larger 

gatherings provide the greatest risk both to individuals and to society. This is 
why that size of indoor gathering has been curtailed by the state.why that size of indoor gathering has been curtailed by the state.

Currently, the State of Michigan, through Executive Order by the Governor, has 
limited indoor gatherings to 10 people and outdoor gatherings to 100 people. It 
is important to note that churches have been exempt from penalty throughout all 
the Executive Orders. This means that even if a church violates the Executive 
Order by hosting a gathering that is illegal, we would not be penalized for 

hosting such a gathering. We are choosing not to host a gathering that we know 
to be illegal, even if we are exempt from penalty. This means we will abide by the 

grgroup sizing limits set by the State of Michigan.

Finally, we want to emphasize the reality that we will need to adapt to a 
changing situation. The Administrative Board will continue to seek wisdom from 
others, monitor the recommendations of federal, state and local health experts, 

and pray. Please pray for us and with us in this work.



Stage 1 – Stay Home

Stage 2 – Stay Safe

Stage 3 – Limited Public Gatherings

Stage 4 – Full Public Gatherings
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Stage 2 – Stay Safe

•  Worship at home with immediate household only

•  Children’s resources provided for home use

•  Community Groups moved to virtual

•  Virtual prayer gatherings hosted weekly

•  Ministries limited, some moved to virtual

•  Facilities closed, no rentals, essential staff only

•  Continue Sunday service online, working toward live streaming from 

sanctuary

•  Add Church@Home option of hosted, private, in-home gatherings of family, 

A friends, and neighbors

•  Add weekly Evensong in the Lot outdoor gatherings on Wednesdays for 

worship and prayer (weather permitting and sized according to state 

guidelines)

•  Observe social distancing and masking •  Observe social distancing and masking recommendations

•  Children’s resources provided for home use

•  Add monthly Fifth Kids in the Lot events

•  Community Groups virtual or in-person for Church@Home

Ministries limited, mostly virtual

•  Facilities closed, no rentals, offices available for staff use
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Stage 1 – Stay Home



Stage 4 – Full Public Gatherings

•  Add limited, public, indoor gatherings at church building

•  Observe social distancing and masking recommendations

•  Ticketing to comply with attendance guidelines

•  Continue Sunday service online, live streaming from sanctuary in place

•  Continue Church@Home gatherings of family, friends, and neighbors

•  No child•  No children’s ministry at larger gatherings in the church building, children’s 

resources provided for home use

•  No food or coffee at larger events

•  Consider continuing Evensong in the Lot on Wednesdays as weather 

permits

•  Community Groups virtual or in-person for Church@Home

•  Ministries limited; small groups able to meet in-person in church building

•  Limited facilities use, right-sized •  Limited facilities use, right-sized rentals begin, staff working on site

•  Add full, indoor Sunday worship gathering free of restrictions

•  More careful approach toward food, coffee, communion, and cleaning 

practices

•  Continue Sunday service online, live streaming from sanctuary

•  Continue Church@Home gatherings of family, friends, and neighbors for 

purpose of mission, moving toward Missional Communities

•  Consider development of online campus for those participating virtually•  Consider development of online campus for those participating virtually

•  Children’s Ministry resumes, children’s resources provided for home use

•  Community Groups resume in person

•  Ministries resume in person

•  Facilities available for regular use, open to rentals
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Stage 3 – Limited Public Gatherings
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“All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. 
Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, 

baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son
and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to open everything I 

have commanded you. 

And surely I am with you to the very end of the age.”

Matthew 28: 18-20 NIV


